THE MODERN ESSENCE OF ISRAEL

A uniquely curated active experience of Culture, Food, Wine, and Inspiration

June 1–11, 2023
Registration deadline: Dec. 31, 2022

B’nai Torah invites you to join Rabbi David and Tobi Steinhardt on our June 2023 tour!

$5995 per person
Based on double occupancy

Trip chairs are Stephen and Suzy Garber
Suzygarber1@gmail.com
(561) 715-6592

Learn More & Register at www.btcboca.org/israel
Dear Friends,

I will always remember the Hanukkah menorah of my childhood. It was a simple silver menorah with a little music box in its base. When you wound it up, it would play Maoz Tzur - Rock of Ages. As a child, I would wind it over and over again. Because of that, when I think about Hanukkah, I can hear the notes of that little music box. Maoz Tzur plays in my head.

Rituals, and ritual objects, beautify moments and make them even more special. They also have a way of etching memories. When we repeat the ritual, we’re brought back to another time. And when we recall earlier times, it evokes certain feelings and emotions. This is a powerful ability we have.

Many of our rituals include the act of lighting candles. We light candles at the beginning of Shabbat and during holy days or celebrations. We also light candles to evoke memory when commemorating a yahrzeit. The flickering light of candles can reach deep inside us, to a place of mystery, and ties us to feelings and memories.

You may know that the greeting for Hanukkah is “Chag Urim Sameach” which means “Happy Holiday of Lights.” The story of the light that stayed illuminated thousands of years ago is one of the two predominant themes of the holiday. (The other is the heroic and miraculous victory of the Maccabees, who reestablished Jewish autonomy and our freedom to practice our religion.)

A question for consideration: If there was enough oil to allow for one night of light, why do we consider the miracle to be all eight nights of light? After all, the light of the first night wasn’t really a miracle, right? Shouldn’t it only be a seven-night holiday rather than eight?

Here’s the answer: After finding enough light for one night, the priests could have thrown in the towel and said, “Go home; there’s not enough oil here. Our work is done!” But they didn’t. Instead, they had faith that the light would be sustained and that the holy work would continue. And so, the first night is also a night for celebration. We celebrate the undying spirit of our people - a people that will not give in to despair, despite all the hardship and adversity we have faced. We have always maintained a vision for the future - a vision of freedom and redemption. And so, after more than two thousand years, we still light the lights. Every instance of light, and every display of spirit, can be celebrated and considered a miracle.

May the light of the Hanukkah candles evoke sweet memories of Hanukkah celebrations of our past and bring joy and hope for our future - filled with more miracles and light!

Chag Urim Sameach,

Rabbi David Steinhardt
B’NAI TORAH CONGREGATION PRESENTS

Concert Series 2023

Produced by Cantor Magda Fishman in collaboration with Maestro Tomer Adaddi

Learn More at www.btcboca.org/CS

30 Years of Music at B’nai Torah Congregation

Jan. 18th

Mar. 22nd

Mar. 15th

Feb. 15th

David D’or

Liverpool Legends

Cantor Azi Schwartz

In loving memory of Eleanor and Paul Weiner z”l

6261 SW 18th Street, Boca Raton, FL 33433 | (561) 392-8566

All concerts will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Dear B’nai Torah Family,

There’s an Israeli song - We Have Come to Cast Out Darkness (Banu Hoshech Legaresh) – and in that song it says that each of us is a small light and together we are one powerful light. It emphasizes the power and importance of community and how together we can be each other’s light.

In the past few years, we all faced new challenges as individuals and as a community, but we became stronger and grew from it in many ways. We found ways to connect and support each other and to be each other’s light. Our community remained active and enthusiastic to bring more and more to the world. For me, B’nai Torah brought light to my life in those times of darkness.

Our choir continued to meet on Zoom. Although it was on a screen, the individual members of the choir were present, and their voices were heard. We continued to be a community, a family, and hoped for a better future. We never gave up hope that we would sing together once again.

Today, our choir is back singing on our bimah! I am filled with joy to hear them as one, and beaming while listening to the voices of our community singing together. I missed that so much.

Join us! If you like to sing, we need and want your voices with us! Singers of any age, please reach out to Joe Kramer at joe.kramer@bnai-torah.org and let him know you are interested. If you read music, join our Shabbat Morning Choir. And if you don’t read music, join our Friday Night and Havdalah singers.

We have a new addition to our team, internationally acclaimed Maestro Tomer Adaddi. Tomer is a brilliant musician and a mench, and he will be working on several projects with me this year. I can’t wait for you all to experience his beautiful talent. For those of you that attended Selichot, you already got to hear and see him.

Each Hanukkah, I am reminded of the moments I spent lighting the chanukiah with my family back in Israel. I recall my grandfather’s voice and smile as he led the songs and the smell in the house as my grandmother made sufganiot (donuts). While I can’t physically go back to those moments, I can transport myself back to those times through memories and tradition and re-create it for my family, friends, and community today. Memories create the story of our life. While we hang on to the memories, we created new ones, building on the past and looking towards the future.

Speaking of history, this year we are celebrating 30 years of music at B’nai Torah and I couldn’t be more excited. I am so grateful to those before me that created and cultivated the Series, and those who have supported it through the years and continue their support today. It means a lot. It will also be a special year as we will celebrate Israel’s 75th birthday! I can’t wait to see you all! Please join us and bring anyone that loves music – all are welcome in our home!

I hope that during this Hanukkah you can create lots of memories and that it’s filled with lights, donuts, songs, and community.

I am grateful to my family, friends, the clergy, the professional staff, the lay leaders, supporters, choir, and community members. I am grateful for YOU! Each of us brings light to darkness and together we shine.

Happy Hanukkah! I hope to see you more and more.

Best Blessings,

Cantor Magda Fishman

We have come to cast out darkness
In our hands are light and fire
Each one is a small light
Turn back darkness
Turn back dark
Turn back from before the light.

Words by Sarah Levy-Tanai
Melody by Emanuel Amiran
NER TAMID SOCIETY  B’nai Torah Foundation

The prestigious Ner Tamid Society honors donors who have contributed a minimum of $100,000 to the B’nai Torah Foundation. This can be done through a gift or through a charitable trust, life insurance policy, will, IRA or pension. Donors are acknowledged on the Ner Tamid recognition wall located in the front lobby of the synagogue. Create a Jewish Legacy through our Ner Tamid Society and perpetuate Jewish life from Generation to Generation.
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It’s hard to believe that I have been working and serving this community for half a year. On one hand, it feels like just yesterday that I began my incredible and meaningful work here. On the other hand, it feels like I have been here for so long, especially considering the strong connections and lifelong friendships I’ve made. Hanukkah is a uniquely special time, and I can’t wait for my first Hanukkah at B’nai Torah!

Hanukkah signifies that the winter season has officially arrived! Although in Florida we don’t physically feel this change as much, we can certainly appreciate the symbolic warmth that Hanukkah brings to our lives, as it represents hope and opportunities for miracles.

Hanukkah, as many of you know, is the “festival of lights.” But why is there such an emphasis on lights? What significance does light have in our lives?

Of course, there are the obvious answers. There’s an emphasis on lights because of the story of the oil that stayed illuminated for eight nights when there was enough for only one. It was truly a miracle! But there’s also the symbolism of the light and what it represents. During dark times, we fight to find the light and to be the light. Light symbolizes hope. Hanukkah inspires us and reminds us to recognize the miracles that light up our lives each and every day.

The lights of the holiday also represent community. Because lights are significant to the holiday celebrations of our non-Jewish friends, Hanukkah lights represent people coming together and connecting. Lights represent spirit and joy!

I am so proud of the work that we do and the programming and services we offer. B’nai Torah is a true light in our community!

Our new young professionals’ group, Sababa Boca, has been bringing young Jewish adults from all over South Florida together, providing the opportunities this special population has longed for post-pandemic. Our youngest members and families can enjoy age-appropriate Shabbat experiences that provide the beauty and joy of T’fillah through our various services such as Ahavah Shabbat, First Friday Shabbat, and Shabbat Kulanu. We are committed to bringing unique and meaningful programs to our members and finding new ways to light up lives.

Wishing all of you a very happy Hanukkah and a blessed new year!

Chag u’rim sameach,
Rabbi Evan Susman
The approaching holiday of Hanukkah commemorates the rededication of the Temple and the triumph of Judah Maccabee over the Greeks. At B’nai Torah, we had our own dedication ceremony in October to welcome our new community Torah. It was an emotional event! I hope you were able to participate in the ceremony or the writing of the Torah. There are so many people to thank for their tireless efforts on this project. Special thanks to Melanie Jacobson, Ellen Safran and all their committee chairs.

Speaking of returning to the Temple – we celebrated our own return to OUR temple for the HHDs for the first time since 2019! It was an amazing feeling to see so many people I had not seen in three years. From the bimah, I was able to observe the feeling of exhilaration as friends greeted each other once again in our beautiful sanctuary. Our services were outstanding thanks to the efforts of our amazing clergy, office staff and maintenance team!

As we move into the late fall and winter – our busiest season kicks into high gear and the programming at B’nai Torah fills our calendar! There are happenings every day and many evenings – and the building is once again welcoming people for classes, social activities lectures and more. Check the weekly emails and join us as often as you can! There is something for everyone!

Our Friday night services are joyous with music, singing and dancing! Come join us and experience a wonderful welcome to Shabbat. We have scheduled several special event Friday night programs – check the weekly emails for notice of upcoming programs.

Finally, our Concert Series is set, and we have an amazing lineup of performances. Please plan to attend all of the concerts this year – they are not to be missed!

B’Shalom and Happy Hanukkah,

Ed Sopher
With the opportunity to reconnect over the High Holy Days and to return to our spiritual home with you thereafter, we are feeling renewed, refreshed, and empowered by your support. As we now move towards Hanukkah, we are reminded to celebrate light as a symbol of hope. As the word Hanukkah means dedication, we are also reminded to dedicate ourselves to our Jewish traditions and culture. Together, we find beauty in prayer, song, learning, and celebrating. And celebrate we did, as we welcomed our new Torah to our Synagogue with immense pride. The L’Chaim Torah Project experience has left a footprint on our hearts and on that of our community. We were thrilled and humbled by the outpouring of support for this monumental project. Your commitment to our future is inspiring.

Each week our halls are filled with children in our schools, as well as members in our adult education and Melton classes, Hazak Adult Programming, Author Series, Scholar in Residence, Women’s League and Men’s Club activities, movie screenings, Young Jewish Professional events, and more innovative and inspiring programming. We recently renovated our library to transform it into a state-of-the-art hybrid learning environment to further enhance the experience of our online learners as well. Every week, our deeply spiritual and meaningful Shabbat services re-energizes our souls.

Our second annual TLC Mitzvah Month brought our community together to participate in conscious acts of empathy and kindness, bringing hope and comfort to those in need. Together we make a world of difference! We were able to provide Hurricane Ian relief to our west coast neighbors and to work with our early childhood families to adopt schools in Naples, providing them with the essential items they needed. And we are just getting started. Our talented team of professionals, lay leaders, and volunteers are working diligently to plan our Annual Gala honoring our beloved Cantor Fishman, our long-awaited installation for Cantor Fishman, our Golf Tournament, our outstanding concert series, and two extraordinary trips to Israel. The pandemic may have delayed us, but it did not discourage us. We have much to be grateful for and we are ready to celebrate!

As we approach the end of this year, we ask for your continued support to ensure we can persevere with our important work, to provide our vast programming, and to help us with rising security, facility maintenance and much needed improvement costs. The safety of our children, staff, and families is our primary concern. We hope you will consider us with your year-end gifts, allowing us to continue to rekindle the light we bring to our community and to ensure that the future of our synagogue is bright. We thank you for your partnership.

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, our clergy, and staff, I wish you a Happy Hanukkah and a new year filled with good health, hope, and happiness.

Chag Sameach.

Leesa Parker
Adventure, fantastic food, hiking and sightseeing, steeped in culture, history and Judaism will enrich your family’s life.

JUNE 6-16 | 2023

FAMILY EXPERIENCE IN

Eretz Yisrael

Registration deadline:
December 31, 2022

B’nai Torah invites you to join Cathy and Fred Berkowitz in our June 2023 tour!

The B’nai Mitzvah ceremony will be officiated by Rabbi Steinhardt and Cantor Fishman.

LEARN MORE & REGISTER AT

www.btcboca.org/familyisrael

For more information, please contact Cathy Berkowitz

CathyB@Bnai-Torah.org
(561) 706-7795
Mitzvot never stop at B’nai Torah! There are so many opportunities throughout the year, and around the clock, to help those who need it most. Check your emails for special mitzvah projects and opportunities. There are also ongoing projects such as filling the Little Free Pantries, making sandwiches for the homeless, tutoring school-age children and more! As always, if you’re looking for ways to get involved in our TLC program - as an individual or as a family - I am happy to match you up with an opportunity that meets your interests and needs.

Here is a highlight of the over 75 projects across 29 themes engaging over 4,700 people. Over 1,000 new people participated in something that took place during MITZVAH MONTH!

I am confident that the TLC program will continue to shine a light in the community and onto the world. Happy Hanukkah and, together, let’s keep the light going strong!

Summer Faerman
Mitzvah Month Memories
How can one even begin to condense 98 years of this incredible woman in a few good words? The answer that comes to mind is that Ruth Taubman was the epitome of a woman of valor - *eshet chayil*. Woman of valor comes from Proverbs 31 in the Hebrew Bible. A woman of valor is described as a perfect wife; often translated as the “ideal woman” in the nation of Israel. This woman of valor is philanthropical, “She stretches out her palms to the poor; she extends her hand to the needy.” (Proverb 31:20), and a teacher of kindness, “She opens her mouth with wisdom, and teaching of kindness is upon her tongue.” (Proverb 31:26). Ruth Taubman had these qualities and so many more.

This month, The Ruth and Edward Taubman Early Childhood Center is celebrating a big birthday of 25 years. The beginning of this beautiful journey began when Rabbi David Steinhardt had a discussion during a car ride with Ruth. Ruth explained that Edward (who was terminally ill) and she would like to give a gift to the congregation while Edward was still here. Rabbi Steinhardt replied that bringing in young families and having a preschool was B’naí Torah Congregation’s biggest need for today and our future. Ruth said she would get back to Rabbi after speaking with Edward. Ruth’s reply to Rabbi Steinhardt was an immediate YES. Unfortunately, Edward did not live to see the Early Childhood Center open, but Ruth had the gift of seeing the opening of what she often referenced as, “her school.”

I had the opportunity to speak with Nancy Goldstein, founding early childhood director of the Ruth and Edward Taubman Early Childhood Center. For over 20 years, Nancy and Ruth developed a beautiful partnership and friendship. Ruth would visit the school often. Ruth was so much more than a namesake; she was a moral support system and advocate for the school. Ruth knew the names of the teachers, embraced the children, celebrated the milestones, and attended many events. When Ruth came to visit, the red carpet came out; everyone wanted to see Ruth! Ruth loved how “her school” was flourishing through the years. During my discussion with Nancy, I noticed this incredible warmth and love that overflowed, as she spoke about how Ruth treated her as family. Nancy described Ruth as classy, dressed to perfection, strong, kind, and humble. As expected, Nancy discussed how she misses Ruth dearly; their friendship was beautiful. Stepping into the role as early childhood director of a well-established, high-quality school in a large synagogue was quite the task. They say change is good...
but going through the changes can be challenging for everyone involved. Ruth knew this and, in the beginning, she would check in on me often—much like I was her newly adopted child. At least weekly, I would receive that call, “Hi Naomi, how is my school and how are you doing?”. I would let her know that her school was thriving and growing, and that I was honored to be here, and WE were doing well. On any given day and without notice, I would receive word that Ruth Taubman was in the building. I would find Ruth in the synagogue and escort her into the school and the people would flock. Teachers who knew her came to say hello, teachers who were new to our school came to meet her, but what was most amazing was that the little children would magnetically go toward Ruth. They would hug, give high fives, and greet our matriarch as if they had known her for years. Ruth had an illuminating impression on everyone she met every time she came to visit.

Last December, Ruth came for a visit with her family after a long absence due to the pandemic. The joy of that day was incredible. Ruth told me she was glad to come back home. I pushed back my tears of happiness knowing how important it was for Ruth to get back to a life she once had before the pandemic. Then in March, I had the honor to attend a concert featuring Cantor Magda Fishman and Cantor Boaz Davidoff with Ruth in our sanctuary. Ruth watched every minute of the concert with a smile on her face and overflowing joy. She kept telling me how much she adored the music and their beautiful voices. At one point, Ruth held my hand and stated that she was finally back home. She was so happy to be back in person at B’nai Torah. What I realized at that moment was that Ruth Taubman was so much more than a founder of our school, she helped to make B’nai Torah a home to so many children and their families and she was OUR Woman of Valor. This line best describes our founder and dear friend Ruth Taubman, “Many women have displayed valor, but you rise above them all” (Proverb 31:29). Ruth’s presence in our school was beautiful. Ruth is missed by so many at “her school” and I too miss my dear friend Ruth more than words can say. I feel so very fortunate to have known Ruth Taubman. Her legacy will live on from generation to generation, L’dor V’dor.

Naomi Gordon
During Hanukkah, we celebrate light and all that is good and sacred in our lives. Our Mirochnick Religious School, BRUSY Youth Group, BRIYA, and other synagogue programs and learning opportunities for our students and families continues to be a bright light in our community. As we resume what feels like a more normal, pre-Covid time, our hallways and classrooms and busy and bustling. We’ve welcomed lots of new families and we couldn’t be happier to watch our synagogue family continue to grow! Enjoy these pictures from recent events!

Dr. Cathy Berkowitz
According to our Sages, we are obligated to light candles each night of Hanukkah and we should advertise the miracle that occurred long ago. Whether you consider the miracle to be the oil lasting for eight days, or that of the few Maccabees winning a battle over the mighty Greeks, it is your choice. Yet, the lesson learned from Hanukkah is to shine outwards into our surroundings.

As President of Women’s League, I see a connection to this Hanukkah teaching. My mission is encouraging the women to shine as they do such important work for themselves, for B’nai Torah and for the community at large. This is the also the appropriate time thank all the women who work so hard all year to make B’nai Torah, our home away from home, such a wonderful place.

If you are looking to do something meaningful everyday - Women’s League is your destination! First of all, you will meet amazing and energetic women. We study, we play, we bake for charity, we support the work of our talented educators and provide scholarships for the children. We send holiday packages to our college students, host Shabbat gatherings for the very young in our school, and we also reach out to the older Jewish community and support the needs of others.

During Hanukkah we will bring cheers and treats to the residents of Stratford Court and to the adults at JARC. B’nai Torah events include our famous Latke and Vodka evening celebration on December 22 - please sign up and come!

How do you find out what is happening at Women’s League? Read your emails OR go to our website www.WLBTC.org and check the calendar. We are open to all.

Remember, a little light can bring a big smile to someone in need. So, shine like the lights of the Menorah and join WLBTC activities.

Happy Hanukkah - חָגָאָה שָׁלֵּмес

Shula Fleischer, WLBTC President
Our Men’s Club programming has been AWESOME!

We hosted the West Point Academy Jewish Cadet Choir. Over 300 people came for a Kabbalat Shabbat Friday night dinner and performance featuring our visiting Cadets from West Point. We thank those who volunteered to host the Cadets in their homes, and especially Rabbi Steinhardt, Cantor Fishman and Rabbi Susman who were most hospitable. I would like to also thank our staff team, especially Elysa Stark and Michael Vernof. You all really made it work. Much thanks for your constant support and “can do” team attitude. Thank you to our Men’s Club team, Terry and Andrea Bresnick, Raphael Cohen, and Robert Miron for your constant help.

We hosted former Ambassador to Samoa and New Zealand, and former President of our synagogue Mark Gilbert at our monthly Bagel Bites breakfast. He was an outstanding speaker who told us about his personal experiences as Ambassador. He also shared his world view thoughts about our current national areas of interest to our group.

Coming up on Thursday, December 22nd at 7pm, our Men’s Club will be partnering with Woman’s League to host the Annual Latkas and Vodkas holiday celebration. It will be a fabulous evening with a featured Karaoke session and tasty hors d’oeuvres for all of us to participate. Everyone will be asked to bring their own family Menorah for an extended family style candle lighting ceremony!

Looking forward to seeing you all in shul,

Elliot Burns, Men’s Club President
In this issue, Elysa Stark, Director of Programming and Membership, interviewed our beloved and talented Cantor Magda Fishman.

1. When you were a little girl, did you imagine yourself growing up to be a Cantor? What led you to this profession?
   It chose me! I was studying music and was invited to sing at Sutton Place Synagogue in NYC with Cantor Dov Keren (who I remain close to) and I found my calling!

2. What surprised you most about B’nai Torah when you became a Cantor here four years ago? How engaged and dedicated the staff and community are!

3. What song would we hear you singing in your car or around your house? Contemporary pop songs that Yair plays all the time! Also Jazz and Classical!

4. You have been such a source of inspiration and hope during the Covid years. Who or what inspires you?
   I love sharing and communicating through music and prayer. I have a yearning to connect to people, and music helps me do that.

5. What is your idea of a perfect day when not working?
   Sleeping late, drinking decaf coffee while talking to friends, going to the beach with family, sitting at a piano and singing!

6. Would you encourage Yair to be a Cantor?
   Yes!

7. If you could eat only one food for the rest of your life what would it be?
   Sushi.

8. Do you like living in Florida? What is your favorite part of life here?
   Yes, I love living in Florida. I love the beach and the weather - other than Hurricane season!

9. What is your vision of the future of the musical program at B’nai Torah?
   A cultural center for music and the arts, and more intergenerational involvement from congregants at services and other events.

10. Yair seems to be very talented musically – can you recall the moment that you recognized his musical talent?
   He was 11 months old and his au pair taught him ABC’s and he actually sang them!

11. We are so excited to honor you at the Gala and your installation on February 25th! What are your thoughts on this honor? I am so excited and honored and I hope you can all join me in this wonderful celebration!
A special THANK YOU to our Chai Members whose continued generous support makes B’nai Torah’s outstanding programming possible.

**DIAMOND CHAI MEMBERS**
Ron & Meryl Gallatin
Gerald & Donna Kramer

**PLATINUM CHAI MEMBERS**
Lawrence & Karen Altschul
Lowell Glazer
Robert & Hiromi Printz
Toby Sloane
Clifford & Eda Viner

**GOLDEN CHAI MEMBERS**
Joel Altman & Beverly Raphael-Altman
Richard & Cynthia Aronsohn
David Baum
Jerome Bergman
William & Debby Berman
Martin Bloom
Gaby Brill
Eliot & Helene Brody
Phyllis Butters
Jane Cornell
Joyce Croft
Jack Elf
Ronald & Carol Elish
Freda Epstein
Jack & Tamara Faintuch
Jeffrey® & Barbara Feingold
Eleanor Fensterman
Stuart & Robin Friedman
Yoram & Jill Gale
Mark & Nancy Gilbert
Neil & Doris Gillman
Larry & Brenda Glassman
Marvin Golberg
Bea Gold
Howard Goldsmith
George & Shirley Goldstein
Martin & Michele Greenberg
Jeffrey & Jan Greenhawt
Larry & Shelly Gross
Calvin & Babette Haddad
Zoe Cynthia Hereford
Harold & Beatriz Jacobsohn
Melanie Jacobson
Norman & Anne Jacobson
Neil & Felice Kantor
Linda Kaplan
Marvin & Rhona Kisner
Sylvia Kopkin
Joseph & Frances Krause
Richard Kwal & Gail Rubin Kwal
Sydelle Lazar
Roger & April Leavy
Nauma Levin
Charles & Gayle Lichtman
Alan Lipson
Robin Lissak
Charlotte Mandelblatt
Maruka Mirochnick
Alan & Beth Mitchell
Richard & Tamara Morgenstern
Michael Ostroff & Esther Rosenberg
Elliott & Cathy Packer
Jack & Marilyn Pechter
Carol Pessah-Lewitter
Steven & Elisa Polack
Miriam Preminger
Allen & Jewel Prince
Jo Robbins
Gerald Robinson & Ellen Weitz
James Robinson
Jeffrey & Barbara Rosenberg
Jeffrey & Janice Sandelman
Norman Schlanger & Judith Kay
Andrew & Alison Schreier
Monroe & Marilyn Schulder
Marvin Schulman
Allan & Shirley Solomon
Sandra Staub
Harry & Elyn Steinbok
Marilee Susi
Shari Upbin
Andrew & Ana Waldman
Stuart Waldman
Bryan & Heddy Wasserman
Bruce & Carla Weiner
Ian & Rachel Weiner
Myriam Weinstein
Daniel & Selma Lee Weiss
Fred & Amy Weiss
Steven Wexner
Dorothy Wizer
Raymond & Elta Zimmerman
Luis & Susana Arenas
Irwin & Nancy Aronson
Joshua & Nancy Ballin
Henri & Rhoda Sue Bertuch
Sidney Besvinick
Frederic & Jeannette Bogart
Jerald & Holly Budney
Jon & Ellen Channing
Laurence & Beverly Chaplin
Richard & Cherie Chosid
G. Richard & Alisa Cohen
Jay & Micki Cohen
Jeffrey & Suzanne Deutch
Karl & Shirley Enselberg
Edward & Dale Filhaber
Mona Reisig
Scott Frank & Abbie Statsky-Frank
Roy Friedenthal
Jarrod & Meredith Frydman
Heni & Henri Galel
Bernice Garelick
David & Ellen Gendal
Allan & Faith Goldstein
Steven & Monica Goldstein
Norbert & Lynn Graber
Jeffrey & Helene Grantz
David & Myrna Gross
Sheldon & Deborah Gross
Gerald & Rhoda Grossman
Bruce & Andrea Grundt
Morris & Judy Gurevitch
Herbert & Betty Kane
Edward & Zenina Kaplan
Seymour & Beth Kirshner
Sue Kirshner
David & Fran Kingsberg
Doug & Betsy Korn
Larry Korpeck & Dorinda Derrigan
Toby Levi
Lawrence Lidov & Michelle Schwartz
Alan & Cassandra Lieberman
Howard & Marsha Lieberman
Jay & Alissa Maizes
Marlin & Susan Markowitz
Arthur & Ruth Maron
Lothar & Carlyn Mayer
Blanche Meisel
Steven & Phyllis Melman
Mark & Joan Mendel
Joseph & Beth Mishkin
Erika Maskovits
Lawrence & Barbara Newman
Stewart & Lisa Newman
Robert & Roni Okun
Harold & Gloria Rabinowitz
Jack & Patricia Randell
Murray Rehner
Robert & Sylvia Robbins
Rose Robinson
Maxwell & Linda Rosenbaum
Todd & Caroline Rosenberg
Phyllis Rosenstock
William & Cheryl Rymer
Spencer & Carie Sax
Peter & Elissa Schochheim
Henry & Jody Schwartz
Bruce Segal & Benita Haber Segal
Clifford Seresky
Bernard & Harriet Shavit
Murray & Carol Shear
Dan & Lizette Sheinberg
Bruce Sholk & Beth Kaplan
Gary L. Shore
Sheldon Siskin
Edward & Roseanne Sopher
Larry & Judy Speizman
Jeffrey & Alicia Spero
Patricia Stein
Richard & Naomi Steinberg
Amy Trujillo
Warren & Marsha Verbit
Mark Wasserman & Sue Gurland
Stanley & Hilary Weiner
Nancy Weingard
Roy & Deborah Weismann
Marc & Fran Wigder
Edward & Elaine Williams
Barr & Joan Winograd
Teri Wolofsky

**SILVER CHAI MEMBERS**
As of 12/7/2022

Blanche Meisel
Steven & Phyllis Melman
Mark & Joan Mendel
Joseph & Beth Mishkin
Erika Maskovits
Lawrence & Barbara Newman
Stewart & Lisa Newman
Robert & Roni Okun
Harold & Gloria Rabinowitz
Jack & Patricia Randell
Murray Rehner
Robert & Sylvia Robbins
Rose Robinson
Maxwell & Linda Rosenbaum
Todd & Caroline Rosenberg
Phyllis Rosenstock
William & Cheryl Rymer
Spencer & Carie Sax
Peter & Elissa Schochheim
Henry & Jody Schwartz
Bruce Segal & Benita Haber Segal
Clifford Seresky
Bernard & Harriet Shavit
Murray & Carol Shear
Dan & Lizette Sheinberg
Bruce Sholk & Beth Kaplan
Gary L. Shore
Sheldon Siskin
Edward & Roseanne Sopher
Larry & Judy Speizman
Jeffrey & Alicia Spero
Patricia Stein
Richard & Naomi Steinberg
Amy Trujillo
Warren & Marsha Verbit
Mark Wasserman & Sue Gurland
Stanley & Hilary Weiner
Nancy Weingard
Roy & Deborah Weismann
Marc & Fran Wigder
Edward & Elaine Williams
Barr & Joan Winograd
Teri Wolofsky

**As of 12/7/2022**
Nearly three years ago, we were all thrust into the 21 Century by becoming accustomed to a new way to communicate and learn. We learned words like Zoom and Livestream. We heard phrases like, “Please unmute yourself”, “Turn your camera on” or my personal favorite, “Leave the meeting and come back in.”

Today, our Adult Education is being offered every way imaginable! We have classes on Zoom, lectures being Livestreamed, and classes that meet in person. What is most exciting is our ability to offer hybrid classes - yet another word we just learned.

In the past few weeks, The Millicent & Sigmund Nathan Library and the Rabbi Joseph Katz Study have been expanded, recarpeted, and reimagined as a true Beit Midrash of the future. We are now fully integrated as place where students can come together and learn with students from far away yet feel like you are all in the same room.

Take a look at the Cooperman Academy for Adult Jewish Learning brochure you received in the mail, or go to www.btcpoca.org or www.meltonschool.org/boca and check out all of the learning we are offering in 2022-23. You can also keep an eye on weekly emails promoting classes.

In many cases, you can now even invite loved ones to learn with you and your favorite teacher. What happens in Boca no longer needs to stay in Boca.

Happy Hanukkah and I’ll look forward to seeing you on Zoom or IRL (google it),

**Penina Bredoff**
Adult Education & Melton Director
Mindfulness is the art of paying open, non-judgmental attention from moment to moment. Though mindfulness is rooted in the present, what we discover through mindfulness practice can help us step into the future with greater peace, ease, and clarity. Mindfulness can shape our future by increasing self-awareness and gaining insight into what it is we most authentically long for. Do we wish for more openness and connection in our lives? Do we wish for a greater sense of strength and resilience? Once we become more aware of our heartfelt yearnings, we can take small or large steps to embody these qualities more deeply.

A simple way to practice mindfulness is through breathing. Slow breathwork not only places you in the present moment but also helps with stress, anxiety, and pain. Slow, deep breathing is the foundation of relaxation and stimulates the healing response in the nervous system. It balances your mind, helps you stay alert, and directly affects the way your brain functions. The emotional and physical benefits of this ancient practice can help you enter the new year with a heightened understanding of how to approach each moment, how to care for yourself with deeper awareness and how to relate to others with kindness, acceptance, and compassion.

B’nai Torah Congregation is proud to offer a weekly breathwork and mindfulness class on Thursdays at 10:15am. The class is facilitated by Heather Berg, yoga practitioner with a focus on cultivating breath and body awareness. For more information on the class, contact michele.scher@bnai-torah.org.

Michele Scher
B’NAI TORAH CONGREGATION WELCOMED A NEW TORAH!

There’s a new, beautiful addition to BTC - the L’Chaim Torah! In October, hundreds of congregants and community leaders gathered to welcome our new Torah during the L’Chaim Torah Project Closing Ceremony and Celebration.

“We are very fortunate to be able to help build the B’nai Torah Congregation Foundation, as well as to support the L’Chaim Torah Project. It’s an honor and a privilege to contribute to our Jewish future.”

~ Donna & Gerry Kramer

“The Torah’s writing not only connects us to something very ancient, of generations gone by, but it also a statement about the values that carry us and will carry us into the future, and what it is we want to leave for the future. The Torah has the expression of something traditional and yet it has the expression of something that is very real and aspirational.”

~ Rabbi David Steinhardt

“Being part of the L’chaim Torah Project was more than we could have possibly imagined. We are so proud to have played a role in making this project a reality. Each time we look at the L’Chaim Torah proudly displayed in our Aron Kodesh, we will remember this time with gratitude and joy.”

~ Meryl & Ron Gallatin

For more pictures and a video of the Closing Ceremony, visit www.btcpoca.org/torahproject.
KOL NIDRE CAMPAIGN 5783 DONORS

Thank you for your generosity!

Mr. Jacob Abecassis
Roslyn Abrams
Jodi Adams
James & Dana Adler
Edward & Ida Alpert
Loulou Amiel & Joseph Grohman
Luis & Susana Arenas
Richard & Cynthia Aronsohn
Judith & Daniel Artzi
Les & Pennie Ascowitz
Bonnie Austin
Joshua & Nancy Ballin
Joseph Balan
Helene Ballen
Adam & Lori Barbag
Hal & Audrey Beerman
Ralph & Linda Behmoiras
Mark & Nancy Bender
Teri Berdugo
Michael & Paula Berezin
Jonathan & Debra Berger
Peter & Jenny Berger
Jerome Bergman
Selma & Gerald Bernstein
Henri & Rhoda Sue Bertuch
Sidney Besvinick
Joseph & Robyn Bier
Harry Bilchik & Sylvia Bornstein
Richard & Sandra Birdie
Cynthia Bikner
Melvin & Ellen Bimbaum
Bari Block
Gary Block & Ellen Safran
Martin Bloom
Murray & Joyce Blyn
Maury Brenner
Terry & Judith Bressler
Gaby Brill
Elliot & Helene Brody
Michael & Fern Brooker
Doris Brooks-Kuperstock
Marjorie Browner-Marks
William & Lisa Buchalter
Jerald & Holly Budney
Howard & Jennifer Bueller
Seth & Lauren Burack
Elliot & Sharon Burns
George Burton
Phyllis Butters
Lois Carus
Jon & Ellen Channing
Laurence & Beverly Chaplin
Shana & Bradford Chase
Sharon Chazan
Jeffrey & Gail Cimbal
Rita Cimbal
Edward & Elen Cohen
G. Richard & Alisa Cohen
Michael Cohen
Raphael & Nina Cohen
Joyce Croft
Adam Davis & Rachel Englander
Susan Degnan
Robert & Nancy Denberg
Ronnie & Jeffrey Dennis
Jeffrey & Suzanne Deutch
Theodore & Jill Deutch
Harold & Lauren Diamond
Bryan & Joanna Drowos
Deborah Eberlin
Bruce Eisen
Neil & Joan Eisner
Jack Elf
Ronald & Carol Ellish
Karl & Shirey Enselberg
Alvin & Laura Epstein
Diane Epstein
Ira & Bonnie Epstein
Summer & Larry Faerman
Joel & Marilyn Feinberg
Jeffrey & Barbara Feingold
Brian & Pamela Feldman
Joan Feldman
Eleanor Fensterman
Sheldon & Michele Feuerstadt
Edward & Dale Filhaber
David & Pamela Finkelstein
Susan & Marvin Finkelstein
Mona Fleissig
Louis & Gwen Forman
Jess & Jennifer Frank
Scott Frank & Abbie Statsky-Frank
David & Beth Freedland
David Freedman & Laura Kahn
Grant Freer
Roy Friedenthal
Judith Friedman
Neil Friedman & Diane Slovak
Stuart & Robin Friedman
Monica Friedmann
Henri & Henri Gabel
Yoram & Jill Gabel
Ron & Meryl Gallatin
Jeffrey Ganeles & Lori Berman
Bianca Gaon
Stephen & Susan Garber
Joseph Garten
Jeffrey & Stephanie Garvett
Richard & Julie Gates
Susan & Herschel Gavlie
David & Elen Gendal
Mark Gennerman & Michael Penn
Nancy Germansky
Steven & Anabel Gins
David & Debbie Gitner
David & Doris Gladstone
Aaron & Lisa Glassman
Lary & Brenda Glassman
Gerta Gleich
Abraham Glickman
Mark Glickman
Bea Gold
Sheila Goldberg
David Goldenberg
Esther Goldman
Kenneth & Judy Goldman
Allan & Faith Goldstein
Felicia Goldstein
Fred & Nancy Goldstein
George & Shirey Goldstein
Ted & Michele Goodwin
Naomi Gordon & Vincent Cecilia
Freda Gottesman-Bender & Allan Bender
Stephen & Emily Grabelsky
Norbert & Lynn Graber
William & Andrea Grainick
Jeffrey & Helene Grantz
Arkady & Olga Green
Donald Greenberg & Nancy Kurlansik
Stanley & Claire Greene
Lary & Marcy Grollman
David & Myrna Gross
Issie & Rita Gross
Lary & Shelly Gross
Sheldon & Deborah Gross
Bruce & Andrea Grunat
Robert Haber
Martin & Lauren Hadida
Allen & Renee Hamaoui
Stuart & Carla Hayman
Victor & Donna Hazan
David & Susan Heidenberg
Donald & Helen Heiman
Harvey & Susan Hendler
William & Shelly Himmelrich
Larry & Gail Hirschfield
Sam & Natalie Hitner
Lesley & Mike Hlatki
Richard & Catherine Holland
Jeremy & Amanda Horelick
Aaron & Natalie Horowitz
Wallace & Judith Horowitz
William & Ivy Hurwitz
Racheal Isan
Aline Jacobsohn
Harold & Beatriz Jacobsohn
Melanie Jacobson
Norman & Anne Jacobson
Clive & Barbara Kabatnik
Daniel Kadoche & Shelley Cohen
Herbert & Betty Kane
Neil & Felice Kantor
Roslyn Kantor
Linda Kaplan
Peter & Shari Kaplan
Henry & Beverly Karpf
David & Joyce Katz
Harold Katz
Samuel & Marcelle Kaufman
Murray & Gina Kay
Dov & Zia Keren
Orri & Iliene Kessler
Seymour & Beth Kishner
Sue Kishner
Marvin & Rhona Kirsner
Richard & Marci Kitt
David & Melissa Klafter
Eric & Robin Klar
Tina & Arnold Klein
Jeffrey & Ellyn Kleinberg
David & Fran Klingsberg
Douglas & Anna Kohn
Judy Koles
Sylvia Kopkin
Doug & Betsy Korn
Lary Korpeck & Darinda Derrigan
Stuart & Sheila Koller
Gerald & Donna Kramer
Roy & Rita Krasik
Joseph & Frances Krause
Scott & Deena Krevans
Stanley Kuflin
Giving Together
Renewing our Future

Please mark your donation and return to the synagogue.

$18,000  $10,000  $5,000  $3,600  $2,500  $1,800  $1,000  $500  $360  $180  $100  $36

THANK YOU for your generosity!

Please contact the Synagogue Office at (561) 392-8566 if you would like to make a donation for a different amount.

Kol Nidre Appeal 5783
B'nai Torah Congregation

Jill La Vea
Hanoch & Judy Lan
Sydelle Lazar
Alan & Elisa Leavitt
Roger & April Leavy
Andrew Left
Lawrence Lerner
Naume Levin
Edward & Noreen Levine
L. Andrew & Judith Levine
Susan Levine
Mitchell & Wendy Levinson
Halina Levitt
Brian & Whitney Levy
Daniel & Susan Levy
Ellen Levy
Marc & Julia Lichterstein
Ross & Heidi Lieberfarb
Alan & Cassandra Lieberman
Howard & Marsha Lieberman
William & Sandra Lippy
Alan Lipson
Robin Lissak
Renee Loeb
Judith Love
Peter & Vita Lowitt
Louise Macks
Jay & Alissa Maizes
David & Rochelle Marcus
Seymour Margolis
Raphael & Keth Mark
Martin & Susan Markowitz
Beth Marks
Lanny & Lisa Marks
Seth & Fran Marmor
Lothar & Caryln Mayer
Blanche Meisel
Gerald & Myrna Meisel
Mark & Joan Mendel
Stephen & Lisa Mendelsohn
Richard & Cynthia Merzer
Jordan & Lisa Meyerson
Alan Mibab
Glenn & Elina Minkoff
Robert Miron
Joseph & Beth Mishkin
Alan & Beth Mitchell
Richard & Shoshana Mitzner
Richard & Tamara Morgenstern
Michael & Courtney Mosseri
Steven & Felice Naide
Steven & Stacy Needell
Brian & Sharon Nebberg
Robert & Gerilyn Neiman
Lawrence & Barbara Newman

Stewart & Lisa Newman
Maklouf & Aline Niddam
Scott & Ida Novack
Ned & Debbie Oistacher
David & Barbara Orth
Stephen & Harley Osman
Michael Ostroff & Esther Rosenberg
Cynthia Ostrovsky
Melvin & Faye Owens
Elliott & Cathy Paker
Jeffrey & Deena Pardis
Leesa Parker
Peter & Karen Pearlman
Jack & Marilyn Pechter
Irene Perl
Jeffrey Perry
Carol Pessah-Lewitter
Steven & Elissa Pollock
Mark & Roslyn Pollock
Allen & Jewel Prince
Eve & Charles Prince-Carodza
Harold & Gloria Rabinowitz
Howard Rabinowitz
Lynda Rich
George & Julie Risisky
Glenn Rissman & Michelle Cohen-Rissman
Jo Robbins
Robert & Sylvia Robbins
Gerald Robinson & Ellen Weitz
Maxwell & Linda Rosenbaum
Jeffrey & Barbara Rosenberg
Stephen & Harriet Rosenberg
Phyllis Rosenstock
Bruce Rosenthal
Hal & Barbara Rosenthal
Michael & Heather Ross
Samuel & Betty Roth
Eric & Elsa Rozenberg
Mark & Laura Ruben
Howard & Rimon Rubin
Suzette & Andres Rubinstein
William & Cheryl Rymer
Joanna Samuels
Jeffrey & Janice Sandelson
Spencer & Carie Sax
Ben & Jodi Schachter
Rhoda Schantz
Leni Schertz
Carol Schiff
Bruce & Bonnie Schildkraut
Kimberly Schiller
Norman Schlanger & Judith Kay
Dimitri Schneiberg
David & Jill Schneider
Monroe & Marilyn Schudler
Rick & Betty Schuster
Joshua & Caryn Schwartz
Jonathan & Allison Seckler
Clifford Seresky
Seth Schneider
Gloria K. Shanken
Alan & Carol Sherman
Stacey Shinder
Bruce Sholk & Beth Kaplan
Joanne Shulman
Elaine & Myron Siegel
Marc & Jocelyn Silverman
Arthur & Adrienne Singer
Gerald & Nancy Singer
Bonnie Smith
Daphna Smolka
Allan & Shirley Solomon
Richard & Dale Sonenklare
Edward & Roseanne Sopher
Scott & Lesli Sopher
Jared & Christine Specter
Lary & Judy Speisman
Jeffrey & Alicia Spero
Erica Spindel
Arthur & Andrea Stark
Morris Staszower
Sandra Staub
Glen & Patricia Stein
Richard & Naomi Steinberg
Harry & Elyn Steinbok
Ira & Donna Steinmetz
William & Lori Sternheim
Linda Stewart
Marilee Suji
Karen Susman
Larry & Amy Taney
Irwin & Florence Tannenbaum
Charlotte Temple
Barry & Amy Taney
David Termotto
Phyllis Thurm
Eugene Trainin & Leslee Nyman
Lewis Trencher & Sandra Laskin
Trencher
Shari Upbin
Michael & Jessica Vernof
Clifford & Eda Viner
Leslie Viselman
Stuart Waldman
Howard & Debra Wander
Bryan & Hedie Wasserman
Mark Wasserman & Sue Gurland
Auren & Brooke Weinberg
Ruth Weiner
Ronald & Sara Weiner
Stanley & Hilary Weiner
Nancy Weingard
Roy & Deborah Weisman
Daniel & Selma Lee Weiss
Fred & Amy Weiss
Elliot & Jennifer Weissbluth
Jerry & Helen Wexler
Steven Wexner
Shirley Wilde
BARRY & Joan Winograd
Dorothy Wizer
Yoram & Vered Yasur
Marsha Zidel & Moshe Bourak
Claire Zimmers
Marvin & Rachel Zuckerberg

Our goal is to have 100% participation from our members... is your name on this list?
Our Pride and Joy 2022/23 B’NAI MITZVAH

BENJAMIN GREEN  January 21, 2023
Son of Olga & Arkadiy Green
Mitzvah Project: Benjamin is participating in the Holocaust B’nai Mitzvah Project in the memory of one of the children lost in the Holocaust before reaching their Bar/Bat Mitzvah age.

JORDAN WASKOWIAK  February 4, 2023
Son of Michal Waskowiak and Jamie Waskowiak
Mitzvah Project: Jordan is doing a program called ‘Tech Time’ for seniors.

AUDREY HORELICK  February 4, 2023
Daughter of Amanda & Jeremy Horelick
Mitzvah Project: Audrey is partnering with Camp Ramah Darom for their Yud Gimel campaign which raises funds for camp scholarships so that all Jewish children, regardless of their family’s ability to pay, can experience Jewish overnight camp.

JAIDYN STUDLEY  February 18, 2023
Son of Marlowe Vogel and Brett Studley
Mitzvah Project: Jaidyn is donating baseball equipment for underprivileged youth.

MERYL DAVIDSON  March 4, 2023
Daughter of Heather Davidson and Adam Davidson
Mitzvah Project: Meryl is collecting donations for Ruth and Rales Jewish Family Services.

SAMSON POLAND  March 11, 2023
Son of Sarah Poland and Alan Poland
Mitzvah Project: Samson has been attending Assisted Living facilities to enhance Friday night services and meals with music, song and freilach.

GABRIELLE POLAND  March 11, 2023
Daughter of Sarah Poland and Alan Poland
Mitzvah Project: Gabrielle is exploring Israel while learning and cooking her way through traditional dishes and will be creating a cookbook with the seniors at Five Star Senior Living.

DYLAN GORDON  April 1, 2023
Son of Erica and Randy Gordon
Mitzvah Project: Dylan is collecting supplies, such as new blankets, towels, dog toys, bowls, leashes, and more to donate to Tri-County Animal Rescue to help dogs in need.
TRIBUTES AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO B’NAI TORAH CONGREGATION

July 1 through September 30, 2022

Esther & Milton Blank Music Fund
Bergman, Jerome In memory of Kathy Litvak
Jacobsohn, Harold & Beatriz In honor of Lois Steinhardt Lind

Cantor Magda Fishman’s Discretionary Fund
Brown, Nancy In appreciation of all BTC does for the Jewish community
Feldman, Brian & Pamela In honor of the marriage of Aaron Holland & Laura Jacobs
Feldman, Brian & Pamela In honor of engagement of Mitchell Feldman & Claire Lang
Harris, Mindy In honor of Leesa Parker
Lippa, Naomi In memory of Helena Ijac
Liss, Esther In memory of Sidney Liss
Ostrovsky, Cynthia In honor of Cantor Fishman
Putesky, Sanford In recognition of RH Alyiah
Susan, Andrew In memory of Barbara Rogers
Tozman, Richard & Naomi In appreciation of Cantor Magda Fishman

Alisa & Richard Cohen Confirmation Class Fund
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Jaime Behmoiras
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Melvin Glickman
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Harold Clearfield
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Jerry Stein
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Frank Joseph Steinwock
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Ruth Taubman

Beatrice Cummings Mayer Melton Fund
Risisky, George & Julie In honor of Sharon & Elliot Burns’ 60th anniversary

Bereavement Group
Baer, Cherie In memory of Scott Berger
Giambra, Elizabeth In memory of Michael Leinwand
Gronner, Helen & Ed In memory of Michael Leinwand

Blanche Meisel Education Fund
Meisel, Blanche In memory of Jacob Meisel

Dr. Arnold & Pearl Schosheim Fund
Amiel, Lily In memory of Helene Amiel
Amiel, Lily In memory of Joe Galapo

Educate a Family
Lewitler, Morris & Carol Pessah-Lewitler In memory of Samuel Lewitler
Lewitler, Morris & Carol Pessah-Lewitler In memory of Dorothy Zitrin

General Fund
Bak, Joyce Thank you
Ballenger, Ellen Tzedakah
Berzins, Michael & Paula Welishing Howard Markowitz a refuah shleimah
Berko, Jerome & Henrietta In memory of our loved ones
Bernstein, Seth & Rona In honor of Mitchell & Claire’s engagement
Bertach, Henri & Rhoda Sue Tzedakah
Blutstein-Green, Sheila In appreciation of misheberach
Bogart, Frederic & Jeanette Tzedakah
Brody, Elliot & Helene In memory of Emanuel Dutka
Caplan, Claire & Mort In memory of Adam Heffner
Epstein, Merrill & Irene In memory of Judith Bronheim
Friedman, Neil & Diane Slovak In honor of our engagement
Israel, Philip Tzedakah
Levine, Lawrence Tzedakah
Levitt, Dan & Michelle Tzedakah
Mogelof, Barbara In honor of Sandy Birdie’s recovery
Shimshy, Sol & Sonia Elitsah In memory of our alyiah & Mov Keren
Short & Sonnier Families In memory of Michael Leinwand
Spieelman, Sylvia Tzedakah
Thurman, Phyllis In memory of Cell Boren
Weiner, Ronald & Sara Tzedakah
Weinstein, Alan & Sharon In memory of Melvin Glickman
Wolnerman, Michael & Melissa In appreciation of BTC
Zarchen, Susan, Bob & Nicky In memory of Michael Leinwand
Zimmerman, Raymond & Elta In memory of Dr. Linda Leasack
Zimmerman, Raymond & Elta In memory of Melvin Glickman
Zuckerberg, Marvin & Rachel Tzedakah

George Goldstein B’nai Mitzvah Fund
Gross, Sheldon & Deborah Tzedakah
Schnider, Claudia In memory of Michelle Hill

Diane Marcusovitz Adult Education Fund
Lippy, Stephen & Sandra Tzedakah
Wilde, Shirley In memory of Rose Belz

Alisa & Richard Cohen Confirmation Class Fund
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Jaime Behmoiras
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Melvin Glickman
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Harold Clearfield
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Jerry Stein
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa In memory of Ruth Taubman

Beatrice Cummings Mayer Melton Fund
Risisky, George & Julie In honor of Sharon & Elliot Burns’ 60th anniversary

Bereavement Group
Baer, Cherie In memory of Scott Berger
Giambra, Elizabeth In memory of Michael Leinwand
Gronner, Helen & Ed In memory of Michael Leinwand

Blanche Meisel Education Fund
Meisel, Blanche In memory of Jacob Meisel

Dr. Arnold & Pearl Schosheim Fund
Amiel, Lily In memory of Helene Amiel
Amiel, Lily In memory of Joe Galapo

Educate a Family
Lewitler, Morris & Carol Pessah-Lewitler In memory of Samuel Lewitler
Lewitler, Morris & Carol Pessah-Lewitler In memory of Dorothy Zitrin

General Fund
Bak, Joyce Thank you
Ballenger, Ellen Tzedakah
Berzins, Michael & Paula Welishing Howard Markowitz a refuah shleimah
Berko, Jerome & Henrietta In memory of our loved ones
Bernstein, Seth & Rona In honor of Mitchell & Claire’s engagement
Bertach, Henri & Rhoda Sue Tzedakah
Blutstein-Green, Sheila In appreciation of misheberach
Bogart, Frederic & Jeanette Tzedakah
Brody, Elliot & Helene In memory of Emanuel Dutka
Caplan, Claire & Mort In memory of Adam Heffner
Epstein, Merrill & Irene In memory of Judith Bronheim
Friedman, Neil & Diane Slovak In honor of our engagement
Israel, Philip Tzedakah
Levine, Lawrence Tzedakah
Levitt, Dan & Michelle Tzedakah
Mogelof, Barbara In honor of Sandy Birdie’s recovery
Shimshy, Sol & Sonia Elitsah In memory of our alyiah & Mov Keren
Short & Sonnier Families In memory of Michael Leinwand
Spieelman, Sylvia Tzedakah
Thurman, Phyllis In memory of Cell Boren
Weiner, Ronald & Sara Tzedakah
Weinstein, Alan & Sharon In memory of Melvin Glickman
Wolnerman, Michael & Melissa In appreciation of BTC
Zarchen, Susan, Bob & Nicky In memory of Michael Leinwand
Zimmerman, Raymond & Elta In memory of Dr. Linda Leasack
Zimmerman, Raymond & Elta In memory of Melvin Glickman
Zuckerberg, Marvin & Rachel Tzedakah

George Goldstein B’nai Mitzvah Fund
Gross, Sheldon & Deborah Tzedakah
Schnider, Claudia In memory of Michelle Hill

Diane Marcusovitz Adult Education Fund
Lippy, Stephen & Sandra Tzedakah
Wilde, Shirley In memory of Rose Belz

Mirochnick Religious School Fund
Appelbaum, Steven & Jane In memory of Michael Binstock
Mirochnick, Maruka In memory of Kate Mirochnick
Mirochnick, Maruka In memory of Ruth Taubman

Millicent & Sigmund Nathan Library Fund
Gold, Bea In memory of Dr. Linda Lesack
Gold, Bea In honor of Dr. Linda Lesack
Gold, Bea In memory of Jessica & Matthew Dennison’s marriage
Gold, Bea In memory of Sally Gold
Gold, Bea In honor of Cherie & Richard Chosid’s great grandson
Gold, Bea In memory of Ruth Taubman
Gold, Bea In memory of Sharon & Elliot Burns’ 60th anniversary
Gold, Bea In memory of Ruth Taubman
Gold, Bea In memory of Marvin Glickman
Kirschner, Sue Tzedakah
Kirschner, Sue In memory of Allen Wein
Kirschner, Sue In memory of Celia Wein
Schwartz, Alvin & Robin In memory of Joe Fuchs & a year of Torah Reagins
Schwartz, Alvin & Robin In memory of George Kossof
Schwartz, Alvin & Robin In memory of Isador Goldberg
Wilde, Shirley In memory of Norman Belz

Oster-Farber Fund for Camp Ramah Scholarships
Flatt, Phyllis In memory of Harold Smith
Leiderman, Ira & Mindy Smith In honor of our daughter, Cara Leiderman on her marriage
Moore, Lisa In memory of Linda Lesack
Moore, Lisa In memory of Frank Weinstock

Rabbi Steinhardt Discretionary Fund
Adler, James & Dana In memory of Myron “Mike” Adler
Aronsohn, Richard & Cynthia In memory of Jerry Budyesh’s Rosh Hashana Haftorah
Aronsohn, Richard & Cynthia In memory of Shula Fleischer’s Rosh Hashana Haftorah
Ball, Fred In appreciation of Rabbi Steinhardt’s words of wisdom
Bedein, Roselia & Linda In memory of Jaime Behmoiras
Blyn, Murray & Joyce In memory of Beatrice Weisenberg
Brocker, Michael & Fern In memory of Lester Brooker
Brooks-Kuperstock, Doris In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Dan Scheinberg’s new grandson
Brooks-Kuperstock, Doris In honor of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Brooks-Kuperstock, Doris In honor of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Brooks-Kuperstock, Doris In memory of Betty Cooper
Channing, Jon & Ellen In memory of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Channing, Jon & Ellen In memory of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Channing, Jon & Ellen In memory of Jules Channing
Channing, Jon & Ellen In memory of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Cohen, G. Richard & Alisa Tzedakah
Cohen, Robert & Debra Tzedakah
Deerwester, Karen In memory of Jessica & Matthew Dennison’s marriage
Dernberg, Robert & Nancy Tzedakah
Dern, Jordan & Cynthia In appreciation of Aliyah
Edelman, Reed & Catherine In memory of Gladys Edelman Goldstein
Edelman, Reed & Catherine In memory of Bernard Edelman
Fine, William & Elaine In memory of Israel & Gene Perlman
Fisher, Joan In memory of Helen Fisher
Fisher, Joan In memory of Jerome Lubin
Gallatin, Ron & Meryl Tzedakah
Gardner, Leora In appreciation and with warmth
Geffen, Adrienne, Renee & Ted Gervis, Mervyn
Gervis, Mervyn In memory of Philip Louis Gervis
Gervis, Mervyn Wishing Joshua Fink a speedy recovery
Gladstone, David & Doris In memory of Sheldon Gordon
Gladstone, David & Doris In memory of Sidney Gladstone
Gladstone, David & Doris In memory of Gerald Stein
Gladstone, David & Doris In memory of Ruth Taubman
Gleck, Gerta Wishing Rabbi Amy Pessah a speedy recovery
Gleck, Gerta In memory of Alfred Billing
Gold, Bea In honor of Neil Friedman & Diane Slovok’s engagement
Gold, Bea In honor of birth of Louis Steinhardt Lind
Goldberg, Sheila In memory of Isadora Goldberg
Goldberg, Sheila In memory of Ruth Taubman
Goldberg, Sheila In memory of George Kossof
Goldstein, Fred & Nancy In appreciation of Fred’s misheberach
Goodman, Donna, Lindsey, Joseph Cardell In memory of Luka Joseph
Gottlesman, Carol Tzedakah
Greene, Stanley & Claire In appreciation of misheberach for son, David
Greenstein, Gerald & Rhoda In memory of Ted Grossman
Greenstein, Gerald & Rhoda Hochberger, Eric & Stephanie In memory of Jessica & Matthew Dennison’s marriage
Grossman, Gerald & Rhoda Ahava Shabbat Sponsor
Groffman, Ben & Nancy In appreciation for misheberach for Danielle
Goodman, Donna, Lindsey, Joseph Cardell In memory of Mundek (Moe) Gross
Gottesman, Carol In memory of Jerry Stein
Katz, Marlin In memory of Marnin Katz
Lerner, Lawrence In memory of Marilyn Lerner
Liss, Esther In memory of Philip Liss
Mayblum, Martin & Evelyn In memory of Carl Scheiner
Yahrzeit/Yizkor Fund (cont.)

Liebman, Howard & Marsha

Lipsett, Walter & Barbara Lushan

Lipsett, Walter & Barbara Lushan

Loeb, Renee

Mandelblatt, Charlotte

Manela, Robert

Marks, Richard & Renee

Meisel, Gerald & Myrna

Mikelberg, Arnold & Judith

Moore, Lisa

Newman, Lawrence & Barbara

Newman, Lawrence & Barbara

Packer, Sherry

Pechter, Jack & Marilyn

Randell, Jack & Patricia

Rich, Lynda

Rosenbaum, Maxwell & Linda

Rosenweig, Jacob

Rosenweig, Jacob

Roth, Roberta

Rymer, William & Cheryl

Schlanger, Norman & Judith Kay

Schlanger, Norman & Judith Kay

Schulder, Monroe & Marilyn

Schulder, Monroe & Marilyn

Shapiro, Barry

Siegel, Elaine & Myron

Silver, Stuart

Silverstein, Norma

Solomon, Allan & Shirley

Spectre, Ruth

Stark, Arthur & Andrea

Staszower, Morris

Staub, Sandra

Steinmetz, Ira & Donna

Tanzman, Irwin & Florence

Wilde, Shirley

Meryl & Ron Gallatin TLC Program

Blyn, Murray & Joyce

Blyn, Murray & Joyce

Gerstein, Joshua & Melissa

Gladstone, David & Doris

Gore, Ilene & Matthew

Greenhawt, Jeffrey & Jan

Queller, Libbie

Rosenbaum & Steinmetz

Sonnenklare, Richard & Dale

Sonnenklare, Richard & Dale

Swartz, Sidney & Judy

Van Tosh, Samuel

White, Charlayne

Aronsohn, Richard & Cynthia

Balsam, Alan & Naama

Barbag, Harvey & Candy

Baum, David & Baum, Liza

Beerman, Hal & Audrey

Bertuch, Henri & Rhoda Sue

Blyn, Murray & Joyce

Brody, Elliot & Helene

Brooks-Kupperstock, Doris

Burack, Seth & Lauren

Chaplin, Laurence & Beverly

Drownos, Brian & Joanna

Feldman, Brian & Pamela

Fleisig, Mona

Frank, Scott & Abbie Statsky-Frank

Gallatin, Ron & Meryl

Glassman, Larry & Brenda

Gold, Bea

Goldstein, Felicia

Goldstein, George & Shirley

Goldstein, Steven & Monica

Himmeltich, William & Shelly

Jacobowitz, Amy

Jacobson, Norman & Anne

Kabatznik, Clive & Barbara

Kantor, Neil & Felice

Kelly, Jordan & Falan

Korpeck, Lawrence & Dorinda Derrigan

Krauss, Daniel & Aly

Kutlin, Stanley

Leavy, Roger & April

Lichtenstein, Marc & Julia

Lovitt, Peter & Vita

Mendel, Mark & Joan

Mishkin, Joseph & Beth

Meryl & Ron Gallatin TLC Program

Yizkor

In memory of Bertha Lipsitz

In memory of Eleanor Lipsett

In memory of David Gold

In memory of Michael Mandelblatt

In memory of Joseph B. Manela

In memory of William Marks

In memory of Jules Meisel

Yizkor

In memory of beloved grandfather, Louis Moore

In memory of our beloved son, Scott Matthew Newman

In memory of George Newman

In memory of Nathan Packer

In memory of Jean Schrebsman

In memory of Marvin J. Mansfield

In memory of Irving Levy

In memory of Jack Rosenbaum

In memory of Miriam “Mindy” Rosenweig

In memory of Bessie Eltzovich

In memory of Harvey Roth

In memory of Sam Rymer

In memory of Jack Schlanger

In memory of Lillian Schlanger

In memory of Manny Schulder

In memory of Beatly White

In memory of Bertie Schulder

In memory of Archie Shapiro

In memory of Archie Shapiro

In memory of Pauline Siegell

In memory of Deborah Silver

In memory of Fred Silverstein

In memory of Harriette Gilbert

In memory of Shirley Spectre

In memory of Melvyn Bailus

In memory of Esther & Harry Staszower

In memory of Jerry Staub

In memory of Giselle Steinmetz

In memory of Sha Tanzman

In memory of Askle Berler

Hurricane Relief

In memory of Lester Kostick

In memory of Larry Silberman

Fiona Relief

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

In memory of Gerald Lanktree

In honor of Jessica & Matthew Dinnison’s marriage

For Hurricane Fiona Relief

Ukraine Relief

Puerto Rico Hurricane

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Tzedakah

Jewel & Allen Prince Early Childhood Fund

Sheila Bezzo

In memory of Edward Bezzo

Jewish Federation of SPBC

Thank you

Allen & Jewel Prince

In memory of Milton Prince

William & Cheryl Rymer

In memory of Robert Casella

Kuperstock Childrens Education Fund

Susan Bograd

In honor of Roz Abrams’ 85th birthday

Mark & Lisa Lubka

Speedy recovery for Sarah Goetz

Mager-Cohan MOL/Camp Scholarship Fund

Shear, Murray & Carol

In memory of Jill Deutch’s father, Dr. Frank Weinstock

Sam Mandelker College Connection Fund

Ensengel, Karl & Shirley

In memory of Dora Gola

Ensengel, Karl & Shirley

Tzedakah

Kadoche, Daniel & Shelley Cohen

Tzedakah

Rosenbaum, Maxwell & Linda

Tzedakah

Rudnick, Michele

In memory of Jerry Rudnick

Rudnick, Michele

In memory of Gladys Ariff

Sari Singer Holocaust Survivor Fund

Stark, Arthur & Andrea

In memory of Frank Joseph Weinstock, MD

Weiner/Rosenberg MOL/HS in Israel Scholarships

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Anne Rosenberg

Steinbok, Harry & Ellyn

In memory of Lawrence Kanaplei

Eleanor & Paul Weiner Distinguished Service Award

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Nathan Ostler

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Paul Weiner

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Isadore Weiner

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Frieda Ostler

Diane Markowitz Adult Education Fund

Jerald & Holly Budney

Donation made by our Heschel Study Group

Jeffrey & Helene Grantitz

In memory of Rae Saltz

Shirley Wilde

In memory of Sam Belz

Sam Mandelker College Connection Fund

Edward & Ellen Cohen

In memory of Harriette Gilbert

Michele Rudnick

In memory of Morris Ariff

Harry & Ellyn Steinbok

In memory of Ruth Kanaplei

Michele Rudnick

In memory of Lillian Rudnick

Anne & Norman Jacobson Chessed Fund

Norman & Anne Jacobson

In memory of Frieda Cohen

Norman & Anne Jacobson

In memory of Muriel Swersky

Eleanor & Paul Weiner Distinguished Service Award

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Rosenberg

In memory of Nathan Ostler

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Rosenberg

In memory of Isadore Weiner

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Rosenberg

In memory of Eleanor Weiner

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Rosenberg

In memory of Frieda Ostler

George Goldstein P’nai Mitzvah Fund

Ms. Laura Estrin

In honor of Kathy & Irvin Estrin’s anniversary

Sheldon Schenkowitz P’nai Mitzvah Education Fund

Norman & Florence Silverberg

In honor of Oliva Blyn becoming Bat Mitzvah

Ann & Norman Jacobson Chessed Fund

Mr. & Mrs. Norman Jacobson

In memory of Dennis Jacobson

Mr. & Mrs. Norman Jacobson

In memory of Louis R. Cohen

Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Swartz

In memory of Natalie Hyde

Finkelstein Youth Group Fund

Adam & Lori Barbag

Tzedakah

Simah Feder

Tzedakah

Mark & Joan Mendel

Tzedakah

Jewel & Allen Prince Early Childhood Fund

Sheila Bezzo

In memory of Edward Bezzo

Jewish Federation of SPBC

Thank you

Allen & Jewel Prince

In memory of Milton Prince

William & Cheryl Rymer

In memory of Robert Casella

Kuperstock Childrens Education Fund

Susan Bograd

In honor of Roz Abrams’ 85th birthday

Mark & Lisa Lubka

Speedy recovery for Sarah Goetz

Mager-Cohan MOL/Camp Scholarship Fund

Shear, Murray & Carol

In memory of Jill Deutch’s father, Dr. Frank Weinstock

Sam Mandelker College Connection Fund

Ensengel, Karl & Shirley

In memory of Dora Gola

Ensengel, Karl & Shirley

Tzedakah

Kadoche, Daniel & Shelley Cohen

Tzedakah

Rosenbaum, Maxwell & Linda

Tzedakah

Rudnick, Michele

In memory of Jerry Rudnick

Rudnick, Michele

In memory of Gladys Ariff

Sari Singer Holocaust Survivor Fund

Stark, Arthur & Andrea

In memory of Frank Joseph Weinstock, MD

Weiner/Rosenberg MOL/HS in Israel Scholarships

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Anne Rosenberg

Steinbok, Harry & Ellyn

In memory of Lawrence Kanaplei

Eleanor & Paul Weiner Distinguished Service Award

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Natha Ostler

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Paul Weiner

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Isadore Weiner

Rosenberg, Jeffrey & Barbara

In memory of Frieda Ostler
Eda & Cliff Viner Family Endowment Fund
Viner, Clifford & Eda
Viner, Clifford & Eda
Viner, Clifford & Eda
Finkelstein Family Youth Program
Freedland, David & Beth
Kadoche, Daniel & Shelley Cohen
Rose, Dinath
Rosenbaum, Maxwell & Linda
Aaronsohn, Richard & Cynthia
Balsam, Alan & Naama
Barbag, Harvey & Candy
Baum, David & Baum, Liza
Beerman, Hal & Audrey
Bertuch, Henri & Rhoda Sue
Buchalter, William & Lisa
Chaplin, Laurence & Beverly
Drowos, Bryan & Joanna
Estrin, Irving & Kathy
Gallatin, Ron & Meryl
Garrett, Jeffrey & Stephanie

In memory of Jeffrey Drowos
In memory of Melvin Glickman
In memory of Alice Falchook
In memory of Stephen Levine

Glassman, Larry & Brenda
Grodin, Joash & Lauren
Leavy, Roger & April
Mendel, Mark & Joan
Nemiroff, Eric & Deborah
Notelovitz, Beryl
Ostroff, Michael & Esther Rosenberg
Packer, Elliott & Cathy
Susi, Marilee
Viselmann, Leslie

WE APPRECIATE ALL TRIBUTES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
All tributes/contributions of $18 (per honoree) and up will be acknowledged with a card sent to the contributor and to the honoree, and will be listed in Chai Magazine.
Thank you for your generosity.

DONATE ONLINE: www.btcboca.org. BY PHONE: (561) 392-8566 or BY MAIL: B’nai Torah Congregation - 6261 SW 18th St, Boca Raton, FL 33433. We accept Visa, MasterCard and Discover.
B’nai Torah Congregation is a qualified 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization - donations are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. No goods or services were provided for this gift. Consult your tax advisor regarding specific questions about your deductions.

Would you like to advertise your business in Chai Magazine?
Please contact the synagogue office at (561) 392-8566 for more information.

M&S Air Conditioning is Offering a Special in Your Neighborhood and FREE Estimates on Rheem Residential Systems!

Leave the Work to M&S Air Conditioning and Relax.
• Warranty service 7-days with technicians on call
• 30+ Years of service, since 1985!
• We service all makes and models, all factory warranties honored
• Competitive prices, excellent service!

M&S Air Conditioning & Appliance Service
954-421-3680
561-274-6557
www.ac-florida.com
email:msac@bellsouth.net
Licensed & Insured #CAC058571
Electrical License #EC13010912

Would you like to advertise your business in Chai Magazine? Please contact the synagogue office at (561) 392-8566 for more information.

ADVERTISE WITH US

Hair Cuts by Dominick
Special
Men’s Hair Cut $20
By Appointment only
Dominick’s Barber Shop (561) 397-2902
7025 Beracasa Way, Suite 207A, Boca Raton FL 33433
(NW Corner of Palmetto & Powerline between Wells Fargo & Chase)
CLERGY & PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Rabbi David Steinhardt, Senior Rabbi
Cantor Magda Fishman, Senior Cantor
Rabbi Evan Susman, Rabbi
Leesa Parker, Executive Director
Naomi Gordon, ECC Education Director
Cathy Berkowitz, MRS Education Director
Loulou Amiel, Senior Staff Accountant
Penina Bredoff, Melton Site Director
Sharon Chazan, Cantorial Assistant
Debbie Eberlin, Front Desk Administrator
Summer Faerman, Director of TLC
Paul Goldstein, B’nai Mitzvah Program Director
Randi Good, ECC Receptionist
Zena Gruda, B’nai Mitzvah Coordinator
Beth Herman, Executive Assistant of Education
Sam Hilner, Director of Finance
Joe Kramer, Front Desk Administrator/Assistant to Cantor Fishman
Napel Leveille, Data & Technology Associate
Judi Lowe, ECC Curriculum Director
Cantor Mitchell Martin, Choir Director
Vickie Mazza, Front Desk/Programming Assistant
Gustavo Moscoso, Maintenance Director
Michael Vernof, Director of Operations
Julie Risisky, Ritual Director
Michele Scher, Director of Pastoral Care
Marya Selener, Director of Marketing & Communications
Allyson Sheldon, Executive Assistant to Rabbi Steinhardt
Allison Sherman, Sr Comms & Community Engagement Liasion
Bonnie Smith, ECC Business Director
Elysa Stark, Programming and Membership Director
AviGail Whiting, Accounting Associate

2022 CONGREGATIONAL OFFICERS

Edward Sopher President
Scott Frank Executive Vice President
Steve Garber Vice President
Melanie Jacobson* Vice President
Robert Okun Vice President
Elissa Schosheim Vice President
Ed Levine Treasurer
Lori Barbag Secretary
Rick Schuster Financial Secretary
Shula Fleischer* Women’s League President
Elliot Burns Men’s Club President
Spencer Sax* Foundation President
Jerold I. Budney, Esq. Synagogue Counsel

TRUSTEES

Marge Browner-Marks
Samantha Hain
Lawrence Korpeck
Jerry Budney
Melanie Golden Hamburg
EJ Leizerman
Lauren Burack
Leslie Hlatki
Ellen Safran
Tal Frydman
Carolyn Kantor*
Brian Levy
Myrna Gross

* Ner Tamid Society Member

OUR SERVICES

FRIDAY EVENING, SHABBAT SERVICES
Friday at 5:45 pm
Weiner Cultural Center

SATURDAY MORNING, SHABBAT SERVICES
Led by Rabbi Steinhardt, Rabbi Susman and Cantor Magda Fishman
Main Sanctuary
9:00 am

SHABBAT MINCHA/MA’ARIV/HAVDALAH
Times vary

WEEKDAY SHACHARIT
Sunday, 8:45 am
Monday through Friday, 8:00 am

WEEKDAY MINCHA/MA’ARIV
Sunday through Thursday, 5:30 pm

SHABBAT KULANU FAMILY SERVICES
New! A musical, interactive, and engaging service led by Rabbi Evan Susman and Cathy Berkowitz, featuring other clergy, musicians, and educators throughout the year.
10 am on select Shabbat mornings

JEWISH RENEWAL SERVICES
Facilitated by Rabbi Amy Grossblatt Pessah and Laura Lenes
9:30 - 11 am on select Shabbat mornings
JOIN US!
For information regarding membership, please contact Elysa Stark, Programming & Membership Director: ElysaS@bnai-torah.org or (561) 392-8566.

B’nai Torah Congregation never turns anyone away from becoming a member because of financial challenges.

www.btoboca.org

---

FIRE & ICE
Hanukkah Party

Communal Menorah Lighting
Fire Dancers
Live Music & Dancing

Tuesday, December 20th
at 6:30 p.m.

Kona Ice available for purchase
Sufganiot Latke Bar

There is no cost for this event but donations are greatly appreciated